He, who knows how to fail?has won, A crown whose lustre is not less."
We cannot fa.il of an object, unless we have striven for it, and we should remember that whether searching after some humble fact, or reaching after some stnpendons truth, there is no science that can inspire one heart with greater zeal, or fill our souls with tr.ore lofty enthusiasm than that in whose interests we are gathered to-day.
You have assured us ot your friendship, and let us assure you of our enduring love and esteem. We are glad to meet you, young men, upon whom must rest the responsibility of advancing your profession, for we feel that if your faces are an index to your minds, the responsibility has been well placed upon those whose souls are filled with enthusiasm, and whose hearts throb with devotion.
And to you, gentlemen, whose whitening heads bespeak the heat and burden of the day well borne, we look to-day in earnest veneration, as the tried and faithful followers of a beneficent calling, which has i inspired you, with a desire to dedicate your days to the good of your race, so that in the fading light of life's evening, on looking back you indeed can not be forced to acknowledge, that useless and unsubstantial were the objects you pursued.'"
The annual address of the President, Dr. Y. E. Turner, of North Carolina was then delivere i, in which after modestly disclaiming fitness for the position to which he had been elected, tendering thanks for the honor, and begging forbearance for shortcomings, he said : " As you all doubtless felt and know our last meeting in New York City was an unusual one in many respects, and we hoped it might do much good towards establishing a truly national body of dentists. How far the movement was successful remains to be seen. We are conscious of having done our whole duty, solely without personal ambition..
Our whole motive was the desire to assist in laying the ground-work of an organization which should take its place in the circle of the sciences, and reveal to future generations that we were not unmindful of the duty we owe to them.
Those of us who were present were compelled to confess to the impression of an apparent want of zeal on the part of many of our northern brethren, to say nothing of some exhibitions of opposition. Still necessity requires a dentist to take the best care possible of his eyes and hands, and therefore I earnestly advise them to let others do the work in Microscopy and reap the benefit of their labor. The eyes of a dentist are used to excess in his daily routine of fine operative work in the mouth ; to further tax them at night with a microscope, would be simply ruinous to them. Of course, if they must see these things for themselves?and it takes long years of practice to see them intelligently?the binocular microscope should be used, as the strain in the use of this instrument is equally divided between the eyes, and consequently not so injurious. Caries of the teeth, although a misnomer, is the disintegrating or breaking down of the structure of the teeth, a disease well known to every dentist; and yet how little it is understood is shown in every effort to stop its ravages, or to prevent its occurrence, at times proving futile.
It is admitted that dental caries results from chemical action.
There are constitutional causes, producing badly organized, defective teeth; an 1 in originating destructive agents, which act on them.
We must bear in mind that the teeth are living organs, and physiologically not subject to spontaneous decomposition or disintegration ; and to understand their pathological deterioration we must, first, knowing the composition of the teeth, learn the character of the destructive agent or agents. 
